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JAHN DR HANS EDGAR 
BORN 21 NOVEMBER 1914 
MEMBER OF THE BUNDESTAG, MEMBER OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 
GERMANY 
GERMAN BUNDESTAG 
CDU 
EP 1970 
CHRISTIAN-DEMOCRATIC GORUP 
ABITUR. STUDIED HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, GEOPOLITICS, FOREIGN TRADE AND 
INTERNAITONAL LAW AT THE FRIEDRICH WILHELM UNIVERSITY, BERLIN AND 
ELGAL AND POLITIAL SCIENCES AT GRAZ UNIVERSITY, GRADUATED IN POLITICA 
L SCIENCE, AWARDED DOCTORATE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE. JOURNALIST, 
PUBLISHER AND UNTIL 1970 EDITOR OF THE MONTHLY REVIEW 
''POLITISCHE WELT'' AND OF ''POLITISCHE INFORMATION''. 
PUBLIC RELAITONS CONSULTANT. 
FROM 1951 TO 1969 CHAIRMAN OF THE WORKING GORUP FO 
DEMOCRATIC CIRCLES. 1947 JOINED THE CDU AND THE YOUNG UNION. 
1948 TO 1951 DISTRICT COUNCILLOR OF HUSUM. 
1968 TO 1970 DISTRICT CHJAIRMANHOF TJE CDI, BRUNSWICK, -
1970 TO 1977 CDU LAND CHAIRMAN OF THE LAND ASSOCIATION, BRUNSWICK, 
MEMBER OF THE CDU LAND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE IN LOWER SAXONY. 
SINCE 1962 CHAIRMAN OF THE POMERANIAN ASSEMBLY. 
MEMBER OF THE UBNDESTAG SINCE 1965. VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE PAN-
EUROPEAN UNION • 
